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• Understanding selection during host shifts is critical for anticipating future outbreaks, 

vaccine design, therapeutics

• Most investigations of natural selection upon coronaviruses have focused on a limited 

number of genes and often ignore non-human hosts

• Here natural selection on all coronaviruses with known host-switches into the human 

population is examined (n = 7)

• Selection analyses were performed across the genomes of viruses derived from all hosts 

leading to humans (those with sufficient genomic sequence data)

• We hypothesize that positive selection will be elevated in more recent host-switches 

whereas purifying (negative) selection will occur in more distant host switching events

• Genes involved in immune evasion will be the focus of most positive selection

Background and goals of this research



Dataset characteristics
• SARS-CoV-2 genomes downloaded from GISAID in June 2020
• All other genomes downloaded from Genbank in May 2020
• Additional Spike sequences were obtained via BLASTn searches for each respective virus
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- FEL and MEME were used for 

selection per position comparisons 

- Contrast-FEL was used for directly 

comparing selection at positions in 

viral genomes between each host

Align sequences &

Tree reconstruction
Selection analyzed via HyPhy

Compare sites under

selection across hosts

- 10 phylogenetic trees for 

each ORF/host under 

approximate maximum 

likelihood using FastTree2

- Concordant positions

were identified via 

comparing 

codon-aware 

alignments

From genomic sequences to selection analysis



Sites under +/- selection for each virus and their respective hosts
• Most positive selection is occurring in primary bat hosts

• Very few overlapping positions under selection between hosts/viruses



Selection predominantly occurs in the replication and spike genes
• ORF1ab replication-associated genes are under positive selection predominantly in primary and human hosts

• Whereas the Spike gene is commonly under positive selection in intermediate hosts



Comparing the dN/dS ratios between human, primary, and intermediate hosts
• When comparing human derived viruses to primary bat hosts, most genes displayed significantly different ratios

• Ratios were also significantly different in the Spike gene upon comparing humans and intermediate hosts



Emergence time into humans is associated with the degree of positive selection
• Inverse correlation between years since introduced into humans and sites under pos. selection (ORF1a and ORF1b)

• However, this relationship may be driven by the number of sequences included in each analysis

• For other genes (ie Spike) the relationship is reversed suggesting that the number of seqs only partially 

explains this relationship



Routes to genomic and host adaptation among coronaviruses are unique

• The pattern of selection in each host was unique for the coronaviruses in this study

• The unique evolutionary pathways reflect the balance between viral genetics and 

ecologies of each host

• Most positive selection is occurring in the primary hosts for each virus

• Degree of selection is similarly lower in the intermediate and human hosts 

• Relatively few sites are common for each virus/host

- However it is unlikely that the same position is structurally similar in each virus

• Positive selection occurs more commonly in recent host switching events

- Research is currently underway accounting for differences in number of sequences

• Our results are consistent with previous research where changes to new environments are

associated with adaptive radiation
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